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AUSTRALIA CANCELS THE VACCINE POTION OF IBLEES

“Australia cancelled an order for 51 million doses of Covid-19 vaccine being developed
by CSL Ltd and the University of Queensland after trials ran into difficulties.

The CSL failure shows that despite the ground breaking progress…… the path to a
successful vaccine remains difficult.”

“It is generally agreed that significant changes would need to be made to
well-established HIV testing procedures in the health-care setting to accommodate
rollout of this vaccine.” The company said.”

Australia has enforced the lockdown Satanism most brutally, and despite being perhaps
the most ardent supporter of the Satanist potion, the rot and danger of the vaccine
compelled cancellation of 51 million doses of the satanic poisonous potion. The reason
for the cancellation is quite obvious. When such an ardent, insane espouser of the
devil’s potion was compelled to cancel the order, it speaks volumes for the disaster,
pillage and plunder which the devil’s vaccine is liable to inflict on the health of millions
of people.

In all probability, the shaitaani potion which has been rejected by Australia will be
passed off to some moron “third world” country regardless of the disastrous
consequences. After all, the people of ‘third world’ countries are guinea pigs for the
Satanists of the West and may be easily expended. The lives of these people are of no
consideration. In fact, one of the objectives of the vaccine plot is the decimation of the
populations of the ‘third world’ countries. And, the satanic havoc is actively created by
the governments of these countries who have been bribed to brutally implement the
satanic covid plot. The President of Madagascar was offered a $20 million bribe to
become a cog in this Bill Gates conspiracy.

While even those kuffaar who are insane supporters of the vaccine recognize the harms
of the devil’s potion, moron bootlicking molvis and sheikhs have miserably traded their
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Imaan to become mini-cogs in the vaccine plot. They simply lick up whatever the atheists
of the West vomit and excrete. In recent days, not even the kuffaar protaganists are
promoting the vaccine so insanely and zealously as the murtad molvis are. These
scoundrel molvis and sheikhs as mentioned in the Qur’aan Majeed have been driven to
madness by the manipulation of shaitaan:

“They do not stand except as one who has been driven to madness by the touch of
shaitaan.”

The evil cartel of molvi agents of Iblees have sold their Imaan and betrayed Allah Ta’ala,
the Rasool and the Ummah for some lousy dollars. For putrid worldly and nafsaani
objectives are they so ardently selling the wares of Bill Gates and Shaitaan. Their
treachery has induced Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) to say that he feared the
evil molvis more than even Dajjaal. The greatest harm and the worst calamity which has
befallen the Ummah is the gang of evil molvis who are satanically manipulating the Deen
to justify all the filth, corruption and shaitaaniyat of their atheist masters whose boots
and even hinds they are eagerly licking.

It is vital for the safety of Imaan for the masses to maintain a safe distance from the
villains of Hizbush Shaitaan (The League of the Devil).

Some of the members of this satanic legion are Taqi Uthmani, Taha Karaan, reverend Abraham
Bham, Zubair Bhayat, Suliman Ravat, Ebrahim Desai, Menk, the NNB jamiat cartel, the MJC
pork and carrion halaalizers and many others. In the history of Islam there never existed such a
vile, despicable cartel of ulama-e-soo’ as we find in today’s Hizbush Shaitaan. It is essential for
Muslims to understand that these agents of Iblees should not be touched with even a barge
pole. Avoid their evil shadows. Salaat behind these ‘religious’ scoundrels is not valid. In the
words of the Hadith they are devils in human form.
Beware of them!

15 Jamaadil Awwal 1442 – 30 December 2020
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